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Natural selection shapes patterns of genetic variation among individuals, populations, and species, and it does
so differentially across genomes. The field of population genomics provides a comprehensive genome-scale view
of the action of selection, even beyond traditional model organisms. However, even with nearly complete genomic
sequence information, our ability to detect the signature of selection on specific genomic regions depends
on choosing experimental and analytical tools appropriate to the biological situation. For example, processes
that occur at different timescales, such as sorting of standing genetic variation, mutation-selection balance, or
fixed interspecific divergence, have different consequences for genomic patterns of variation. Inappropriate
experimental or analytical approaches may fail to detect even strong selection or falsely identify a signature of
selection. Here we outline the conceptual framework of population genomics, relate genomic patterns of
variation to evolutionary processes, and identify major biological factors to be considered in studies of selection.
As data-gathering technology continues to advance, our ability to understand selection in natural populations will
be limited more by conceptual and analytical weaknesses than by the amount of molecular data. Our aim is to
bring critical biological considerations to the fore in population genomics research and to spur the development
and application of analytical tools appropriate to diverse biological systems.
Keywords: coalescent, genome scan, natural selection, population genomics, selective sweep, sequence
divergence.

Introduction

rium (LD) within and among populations to fixed DNA sequence divergence among related taxa. These tests detect the
effect of different modes and timescales of selection under
different scenarios of population structure. Consideration of
these biological factors drives the experimental and analytical
approach(es) that have the most power to detect selection in
genomic studies. Our goal here is not to review the mechanics of statistical approaches (see Nielsen 2005; Pavlidis et al.
2008; Oleksyk et al. 2010) or delve deeply into population
genomic theory. Instead we focus on the biological factors
that should be considered in designing genomic experiments
to test for selection and in choosing the appropriate analyses
and the potential pitfalls that accompany each of them.
While the theory connecting biological process to genomic
pattern is complex, we seek an intuitive understanding of
these connections that can inform the experimental design
and analysis of genomic studies. Armed with such an understanding, researchers may take advantage of any prior information on the timescale and mode of selection, demographic
fluctuations, population structure, or specific phenotypic
traits under selection in the study organism.
We begin by describing the qualitative differences in evolutionary processes and patterns that are studied in population
genomics compared to traditional population genetics and
the implications of a population genomics perspective for understanding the effects of selection. Then we discuss major
aspects of selection in natural populations, divided into categories of temporal, biological, and spatial, and the ways in
which they affect patterns of variation along the genome.

The ability to observe natural selection and detect its effects
on specific genetic loci has been greatly advanced by studies
of the entire genomes of organisms. Genomic techniques are
widely used in model organisms such as humans and Drosophila, where a large library of resources (multiple reference
genome sequences, massive SNP chips, pedigree info, inbred
strains, etc.) lays the methodological foundation for detailed
analysis (Akey 2009; Pritchard et al. 2010). However, nextgeneration sequencing technology (Shendure and Ji 2008) and
a variety of array techniques (Perkel 2008) can be combined
with minimal genomic resources, such as a reference genome
sequence or an expressed-sequence tag database in the study
organism or a related taxon, to allow genome scans for selection in nonmodel organisms. As a result, a myriad of statistical techniques for detecting the signature of selection has been
developed (Pavlidis et al. 2008; Oleksyk et al. 2010). In this
article, we focus on approaches for detecting selection in natural populations, using techniques that can be applied to both
model and nonmodel organisms.
Tests for selection in population genomics are diverse (see
box 1). These assays of genetic variation focus on a plethora
of genetic patterns, from nucleotide diversity, allele frequency
spectrum (AFS), haplotype structure, and linkage disequilib1
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These factors lead to a rough decision tree for assessing
which tests are most appropriate and have the most statistical power to detect selection in each particular case (fig. 1).
An emerging conclusion in population genomics is that
a combination of tests based on multiple aspects of genomic
structure will be most able to separate the effects of selection
from demography and other genetic processes (Grossman
et al. 2010).

Natural Selection from a Population
Genomics Perspective
Population genetics theory has provided a powerful theoretical framework for understanding the action of evolutionary
forces—mutation, selection, gene flow, and genetic drift—on
patterns of genetic variation (Fisher 1930; Wright 1978). As it
developed over the past century, this theory has confronted
empirical data with the emergence of each new technique for
tracking alleles in populations: from discrete phenotypes to al-

lozymes, microsatellites, and, ultimately, DNA sequence data.
Empirical results have, in turn, spawned novel approaches for
understanding the origin and maintenance of genetic variation, such as the neutral theory of molecular evolution (Kimura 1968) and the coalescent (Kingman 1982). The evidence
of selection on single loci in natural populations can be seen
in summary statistics (fig. 2A; see box 1) describing population differentiation (e.g., FST; Beaumont 2005), AFS (Tajima’s
D; Tajima 1989), or genetic sequence divergence between species (dN/dS; Nielsen and Yang 1998) at specific loci.
However, despite the robustness of classical population genetics, a limitation has been its focus on allelic variation at
single genes (whether in the form of discrete alleles or nucleotide sequence variants). In the context of whole genomes,
basic evolutionary forces such as natural selection act in concert with genome-scale processes—dominance and epistasis,
linkage and recombination, gene and genome duplication—to
produce the structure of genomic variation observed in natural populations. To be sure, population genetics theory has
addressed these interactions among loci as well, viewing
genes in a genome as discrete beads on a string. But a more

Fig. 1 A, Decision tree summarizing the major biological considerations in using population genomics to test for selection (solid outline) and
the classes of statistical tests that are most appropriate for each case (dotted outline). See box 1 for descriptions of particular tests. B, Conceptual
view of the timescale during which different classes of tests are best able to detect selection. A selective sweep is shown in red. Tests based on
substitution rates (e.g., dN/dS) have a potentially long life span but require multiple amino acid substitutions. Time is in units of effective
population size. Based on Hudson et al. (1987), Pennings and Hermisson (2006b), Sabeti et al. (2006), and Oleksyk et al. (2010; but note that
these latter two references focused on applications to human populations).
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Fig. 2 A population genomics perspective. A, Traditional population genetics takes data on alleles (colored bars), grouped within individuals
(solid boxes) and populations (dashed boxes), and calculates summary statistics to make inferences about evolution, such as nucleotide diversity
(p) and population differentiation (FST). B, Population genomics takes data on haplotypes within a population and calculates summary statistics
as continuous variables along the length of the genome, such as p and allele frequency spectrum (Tajima’s D). The impact of different types of
evolutionary processes leave different signatures in these distributions: i, hard selective sweep; ii, region linked to hard sweep; iii, neutral
expectation; iv, balancing selection; v, neutral expectation; vi, soft sweep. C, The coalescent structure of ancestral relationships among alleles
within a population also reflects these processes along the genome. D, Given these genomic processes within a population, statistics comparing
genetic variation across populations, such as FST, can also indicate genomic patterns of selection. E, Collapsing the genomic distribution of
a statistic into a frequency distribution provides an estimate of the genomewide average, allowing identification of statistically significant outliers
(shaded regions).

informative view of a genome, perhaps, is as an axis along
which statistics such as AFS and FST are continuously distributed variables (fig. 2B–2D). A critical feature of these genomic distributions is their spatial autocorrelation—correlation
among measurements at neighboring genomic regions—
reflecting LD among neighboring loci (Hahn 2006). The degree
to which this autocorrelation itself changes along the genome
is the result of selection and recombination, as well as other
evolutionary forces. Inferring the evolutionary history of any
single locus is complicated by the influence of its genomic

neighbors. However, this genomic structure also opens the
door to new tests of selection based specifically on statistics
describing the local extent of LD, such as the integrated haplotype score (Voight et al. 2006) or cross-population extended haplotype homozygosity (Sabeti et al. 2007; see box
1). In certain biological situations, these tests are, in fact, the
most powerful at detecting selection.
A useful conceptual approach in population genetics for
connecting a range of demographic and evolutionary processes to patterns of genetic variation at single loci, especially
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Box 1
Critical Population Genetic Concepts and Statistical Measures Used to Detect Selection in Population Genomics
Allele frequency spectrum (AFS): The distribution of frequencies across alleles in a sample. Tests based on AFS using DNA sequence data rely on a few related statistics, all of which are comparisons between estimates of the population genetic parameter u ¼ 4Nm. The statistics are calculated as the difference
of two such estimates, normalized by the expected variance of the difference under a neutral model, so that values below 2 or greater than 2 roughly exceed the 95% confidence limits about the neutral expectation of 0. However, the actual mean may frequently deviate from 0 (Thornton 2005; Wares 2010).
Simonsen et al. (1995) compared three measures and found Tajima’s D to have the most statistical power:
Tajima’s D: Normalized difference between p and S, the number of segregating sites (Tajima 1989).
Fu and Li’s D*: Normalized difference between S and the number of singletons h (alleles observed only once in a sample; Fu and Li 1993).
F*: Normalized difference between p and h (Fu and Li 1993).
Background selection: Ongoing selection against deleterious mutations that can result in the loss of linked neutral variation (Charlesworth et al. 1993).
Balancing selection: Here we define balancing selection broadly as the class of selective forces that maintain polymorphism over time. This can include, for
example, frequency-dependent selection or heterozygote advantage (Charlesworth 2006).
Coalescent theory: A theoretical framework for understanding genetic variation based on the retrospective pattern of shared ancestry among alleles in a sample (Wakeley 2009).
Divergent selection: Positive selection acting differentially between separate populations.
dN/dS: Ratio of nonsynonymous (amino acid–changing) to synonymous substitutions in a nucleotide sequence. Testing for selection based on this ratio typically uses aligned sequence data among populations or taxa and can detect selection over long timescales, although it requires multiple amino acid substitutions (i.e., recurrent selective sweeps).
FST : A statistic describing the partitioning of allelic variance within versus among populations; FST ranges from 0 (no population differentiation) to 1 (complete population differentiation). There are multiple ways of calculating FST that can occasionally have substantial effects on its value but rarely its relative
magnitude among loci (Charlesworth 1998; Holsinger and Weir 2009). Commonly used population genomic tests for selection based on identifying outliers
in FST are as follows:
LOSITAN (Antao et al. 2008) computer software implements the method of Beaumont and Nichols (1996) to identify FST outliers based on heterozygosity, which affects the predicted neutral distribution of FST.
ARLEQUIN (Excoffier et al. 2009) software performs the same analysis, accounting for hierarchical population structure.
BAYESFST (Beaumont and Balding 2004) assesses the significance of a locus-specific parameter that indicates selection in a model of FST.
BAYESCAN (Foll and Gaggiotti 2008) modifies the approach of Beaumont and Balding (2004) to estimate the posterior probability of a locus being subject to selection.
DETSEL (Vitalis et al. 2003) uses coalescent simulations in a simple two-population model to identify FST outliers.
Genetic draft: The loss of genetic diversity and changes in AFS at loci linked to a selected locus during a selective sweep (Gillespie 2000).
HKA test: A test of the neutral prediction for the relationship between within-population diversity and among-population divergence (Hudson et al. 1987).
Linkage disequilibrium (LD): The correlation between alleles across loci. Traditionally, LD has been calculated as a function of a pair of loci, regardless of
their physical position (Slatkin 2008). This aspect of LD can be partitioned among populations in the statistic Zg as a test of selection (Storz and Kelly
2008). Genome scans for selection also apply several of the following statistics that describe the decay of LD as a function of physical distance, also known
as haplotype structure:
Extended haplotype homozygosity (EHH) measures the probability that any two randomly chosen haplotypes are identical over a given distance from
a focal site (Sabeti et al. 2002).
Integrated haplotype score (iHS) integrates the area under the EHH curve (Voight et al. 2006). Huff et al. (2010) found this measure to have greater statistical power and to be more robust to complex demographics than two related alternatives.
Cross-population extended haplotype homozygosity (XP-EHH) compares EHH between two populations to test for interpopulation differences in the
extent of LD (Sabeti et al. 2007).
p: A measure of nucleotide diversity, calculated as the proportion of pairwise differences in a sample; p can be estimated either within or between populations and is directly used in some calculations of FST (Charlesworth 1998).
Positive (directional) selection: Selection in which one or a class of alleles is favored.
Selective sweeps: The increase in frequency of one or a class of alleles favored by selection. Hard sweeps result from selection on a single allele, typically
a new mutation that is favored immediately on its appearance in a population. Soft sweeps are selection on standing genetic variation or on variants supplied by recurrent mutation or migration during the selective phase, so that a number of different alleles are collectively favored and increase in frequency.
These alleles are typically considered to be neutral or even deleterious before a shift in selective regime (Hermisson and Pennings 2005).

in the case of DNA sequence data, is the coalescent (Kingman
1982). Coalescent theory focuses retrospectively on the ancestral relatedness of samples of alleles within and among populations (Wakeley 2009). Unlike traditional phylogenetics, the
goal of coalescent theory is usually not to estimate the specific

relationships among a sample of sequences. Rather, coalescent
theory provides a rigorous model linking evolutionary processes, such as effective population size or natural selection, to
expected patterns of resultant genetic variation, such as p or
Tajima’s D. While harder to visualize on a single plot, statisti-
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cal properties of the coalescent structure of haplotypes, such
as parameters describing the distribution of coalescence times,
are also continuously varying functions of genome position
(fig. 2C; Nordborg and Innan 2003; Storz 2005). Coalescent
theory can also describe genealogies across multiple populations, so that demographic processes such as migration rate
are connected to observed patterns of genetic variation, such
as FST, through this genealogical model (fig. 3; Slatkin 1991).
One promise of a population genomics approach is the simultaneous identification of both a genomewide average and
outliers for any given statistic, whether these are traditional
measures of allele frequencies or aspects of coalescent genealogy. The genomewide average is taken to provide a baseline
view of neutral processes, both demographic (e.g., population size, migration rate) and genetic (e.g., mutation rate,
recombination). Estimation of the genomewide distribution
is an advantage of using a large number of markers spread
across the genome, as opposed to a candidate-gene screen for
selection, particularly when the underlying demographic processes may not be well known in advance (Wright and Gaut
2005). Outliers from the background indicate the action on
specific loci of evolutionary forces such as natural selection,
providing an apparently clean separation between neutral
and nonneutral processes (fig. 2E; Luikart et al. 2003). However, this separation is not as distinct as it may appear. Natural selection, for instance, in the form of background
selection (Charlesworth et al. 1993) or divergent adaptation
among populations (Nosil et al. 2009), can lead to patterns
of population differentiation that affect the entire genome.
Conversely, the signature of neutral processes remains even
on highly selected loci (Coop et al. 2009). Moreover, some
demographic processes increase the variance of population
genetic measures across the genome, potentially causing spurious outliers (Teshima et al. 2006; Hermisson 2009).
It can often be informative to consider the impact of selection in terms of processes typically considered to be neutral;
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for instance, the impact of a selective sweep on coalescence
times and genetic diversity mimics the effect of a population
bottleneck at the selected locus. In a population genomic
sense, demographic factors such as effective population size
and migration rate are continuous variables along the genome
as well. Therefore, the signatures of all of these neutral and
nonneutral processes on both the genomewide distribution of
population genetic statistics and specific genomic regions
must be considered together in making inferences from genomic data and understanding genomic patterns of variation.

Temporal Considerations
Short Term
The genetic signature of selection persists while selection is
occurring and potentially long after it has resulted in fixation
of selected alleles. However, that signature differs with time,
and different approaches are required to detect it (Oleksyk
et al. 2010). In its early stages, selection changes the allele frequency at the selected locus in a population, with detectable
effects on linked neutral variation in the genomic region. In
the most straightforward case, in which a single new mutation
is swept to high frequency (genomic location i in fig. 2B; see
hard vs. soft sweeps), the extent of LD is expected to be larger
on either side of the selected locus (Schlötterer 2003; Stephan
et al. 2006; McVean 2007). Identifying genomic regions that
are outliers from the background in terms of the extent of LD
is often the best way to detect an incomplete or very recent selective sweep (Pennings and Hermisson 2006b; Sabeti et al.
2006). Somewhat counterintuitively, in the case of a rapid
sweep of a single mutation, LD can be positive on either side
of the selected site but negative among neutral variants on
either side of it (McVean 2007; Pfaffelhuber et al. 2008).
Nonetheless, tests for selection based on extended haplotype
structure in each direction from the selected site (Sabeti et al.

Fig. 3 Possible coalescent genealogies (solid lines) in pairs of populations (dashed green lines) that split from a common ancestor. A, Most
coalescent events occur within populations, and only one (blue) occurs between populations, predating their split. B, Some migration events lead
to coalescence between populations (red). C, Coalescent events result from migration (red) and also predate the split (blue). These figures could
represent three different neutral demographic scenarios: (A) a long time elapsed since the populations split and/or small effective population size
within each, with no migration; (B) a long time since the split but some migration; and (C) a short time since the split, with incomplete lineage
sorting. Alternatively, these could represent three loci along the genome from the same two populations: (A) strong differential selection between
the two populations, (B) neutral expectation, and (C) balancing selection.
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2002, 2006, 2007) are effective at detecting the signal in LD
during or soon after a sweep. This LD-based signature of
selection erodes relatively quickly, on the order of ;0.1 Ne
generations (fig. 1B; Pfaffelhuber et al. 2008).
The effect of selection is reflected in the coalescent structure
of alleles at neighboring sites (fig. 2B, ii). Haplotypes linked to
the favored allele that have not recombined since the selective
sweep exhibit the same shallow coalescent pattern, clustering
on the genealogy close to the original mutation event. For
other haplotypes, in which recombination has occurred between sites i and ii, genetic diversity at site ii will represent
a sample from the background coalescent structure (Leocard
and Pardoux 2010). Thus, the mean coalescent depth at ii is
intermediate between the selected locus i and the genomewide
background iii, v, but the distribution of coalescence times is
qualitatively different from either case.
Overall nucleotide diversity (p) in the genomic region
tightly linked to the selected site is reduced compared to the
genomewide background in a process called genetic draft (fig.
2B; Gillespie 2000; Schlötterer 2003). This reduction in genetic diversity can be used to detect a selective sweep, and this
signature of selection lasts longer than that of LD (Pennings
and Hermisson 2006b; Sabeti et al. 2006). The coalescent patterns described above also lead to an increase in the proportion of low-frequency variants close to the selected locus. This
shift in AFS is reflected in a decreased value of Tajima’s D (Tajima 1989), which is essentially the normalized difference between p and the total number of segregating sites, S (box 1).
However, the statistical power of AFS-based tests in this situation depends on mutations arising on the haplotype containing the selected allele (i.e., during or after the selective sweep),
so it may peak some time after the sweep event (fig. 1B; Pennings and Hermisson 2006b). Before this point, rapid fixation
of the selected allele can lead to a broad region in which nucleotide diversity is virtually eliminated, so that sampling may
not identify enough polymorphism to estimate AFS. After this
point, the neutral coalescent process acting on the new mutations erodes the signature of selection in AFS (Pennings and
Hermisson 2006b).
The biological situation can inform the design of genome
scans for detecting recent selection within a population. For
example, to detect selection that may be ongoing in a population that has colonized a novel habitat, LD-based tests are
likely to be most informative. These tests require knowledge
of gametic phase. While this can be inferred in genotype samples from diploid organisms (Scheet and Stephens 2006), the
uncertainty from this process is typically not carried through
the subsequent analyses. A better experimental design may be
to sample gametes or individuals in the haploid phase of a life
cycle, where gametic phase is unambiguous. On the other
hand, if more time has elapsed since the period of selection,
knowledge of gametic phase is not required for tests based on
nucleotide diversity or allele frequency. In these cases, genotyping of diploids is appropriate, and it may even be possible
to pool samples in the genotyping design (Lynch 2009).

Long Term
As time since selection increases, this picture changes. The
mean coalescence time among alleles at the selected site in-

creases, approaching the genomewide background, so that
other statistics of nucleotide diversity and AFS also approach
the genomewide average. Thus, the tests described above for
selection within a single population become ineffective; instead, tests that also use data on fixed sequence divergence
among taxa are required. For instance, LD-based tests rely on
patterns of haplotypes present before the selective sweep. The
lifetime of LD-based tests following the selective sweep can be
extended by conditioning on mutations present in the ancestral population, if this can be inferred from a comparison with
related populations (Pennings and Hermisson 2006b). This
technique would be most applicable to a situation in which
adaptation is being studied in a relatively small population
that colonized a new habitat and the ancestral population can
also be sampled. A more common approach (the HudsonKreitman-Aguadé test) compares fixed sequence divergence
between species to diversity within a species, using a neutral
model of the predicted relationship between the two (Hudson
et al. 1987). Nonetheless, these tests still have a limited lifetime of utility following selection because of their implicit
inferences about the ancestral population and the coalescent
processes that produce observed patterns of polymorphism
(Hudson et al. 1987).
At longer timescales, tests for selection must rely solely on
fixed differences between populations rather than polymorphism within populations (fig. 3A). For DNA sequence data
in which the functional status of nucleotide substitutions can
be determined, one can compare the rates of nonsynonymous
(potentially selected) with synonymous (putatively neutral)
nucleotide substitutions (McDonald and Kreitman 1991;
Nielsen and Yang 1998). The assumption is that a difference
in evolutionary rate between these classes within a locus indicates selection. This approach requires a longer time period
of selection, resulting in multiple amino acid substitutions,
because it depends on rates estimated across multiple sites.

Biological Considerations
Mode of Selection
Two major modes of selection can be distinguished by most
of the basic tests: balancing and positive selection (see box 1).
Positive selection favors one allele (or class of alleles) over
others, and the short-term result as described above is a reduction in genetic diversity, a shortening of coalescence intervals,
and an increase in low-frequency variants. For longer-term sequence divergence, an excess of nonsynonymous substitutions
and an increase in interspecific divergence relative to the expectation from intraspecific diversity indicate positive selection. Balancing selection, a collection of selective forces that
maintain polymorphism, leads to generally opposite results in
the short term (fig. 2B, iv). Nucleotide diversity is elevated,
and coalescence times are extended (Charlesworth et al. 1997;
Nordborg and Innan 2003). However, balancing selection
may be harder to detect in a genome scan because the coalescent signal may be weak at the selected locus (Nordborg and
Innan 2003; Charlesworth 2006). The genomic width of the
signature of balancing selection due to LD may be either narrower or broader than that of positive selection, depending on
population size and structure, number of alleles maintained
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by balancing selection, and other factors (Charlesworth et al.
1997; Charlesworth 2006). Over the longer term, evidence for
balancing selection is an excess of intraspecific nucleotide
diversity relative to interspecific divergence (Hudson et al.
1987). Prime examples of loci subject to balancing selection
include those related to immune function and pathogen resistance, although such loci may also exhibit a mix of strong
positive and balancing selection (Chen et al. 2010). Apparent
balancing selection may also result from hidden population
structure, in which diversifying selection occurs across populations but these populations are lumped together in the
experimental design and analysis. Such hidden population
structure can be a source of false positive results in other tests
for selection as well (Excoffier et al. 2009).

Hard versus Soft Sweeps
The discussion of positive selection above focused on a hard
sweep (fig. 2B, i), in which a single allele is favored immediately on its appearance in the population and is swept to high
frequency. Positive selection can also produce a soft sweep, in
which multiple alleles from standing genetic variation are
selected to high frequency following an environmental shift
(fig. 2B, vi; Hermisson and Pennings 2005). Such a situation
can arise under biologically realistic conditions (Pennings and
Hermisson 2006a, 2006b), and adaptation from standing genetic variation may describe a substantial portion of selected
loci across genomes (Pritchard et al. 2010). The distinction between hard and soft sweeps relates to a fundamental question
of evolutionary genetics about the source of adaptive genetic
variation: whether it represents primarily new mutations (resulting in a hard-sweep pattern) or standing genetic variation
that is uncovered or becomes favored as a result of migration,
environmental shifts, or changes in genetic interactions (resulting in a soft-sweep pattern).
Many of the classic expectations for the signature of a hard
sweep within a population—reduced nucleotide diversity, reduced coalescence times—are less pronounced or absent in the
case of a soft sweep (Raquin et al. 2008). The reason is that
coalescence among the lineages of the alleles contributing to
the sweep occurs both relatively recently, when the alleles are
favored, and earlier, when they are selectively neutral or even
deleterious. This results in greater variance in coalescence
times (Przeworski et al. 2005). Accordingly, a soft sweep has
little effect on the mean expectation for Tajima’s D but can
greatly increase its variance, so that soft sweeps can lead to
spuriously reduced or elevated values, resembling either positive or balancing selection (Przeworski et al. 2005). In contrast, tests based on LD are more likely to detect a soft sweep
and may even have greater statistical power in a soft-sweep
than in a hard-sweep situation because soft sweeps leave
greater levels of overall polymorphism on which calculations
of LD can be based (Pennings and Hermisson 2006b). Similarly, FST-based tests of population differentiation should also
detect soft-sweep patterns, as differentiation between populations would be elevated even if within-population diversity
does not differ from the genomewide average (fig. 2D).
The simplest model of a soft sweep envisions a single population undergoing an environmental shift, with a class of alleles either neutral or deleterious before the shift and favored
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afterward (Hermisson and Pennings 2005). However, the
same model applies to situations in which favored alleles are
not present in standing genetic variation but rather supplied
by recurrent mutation or migration (Pennings and Hermisson
2006a, 2006b). Instances of all of these types of soft sweep
may be relatively common. In domesticated crops, the alleles
favored under domestication may have been neutral or slightly
deleterious in the ancestral wild population and thus present
under mutation-drift or mutation-selection equilibrium (Purugganan et al. 2000; Innan and Kim 2004; Raquin et al.
2008). Structural variants such as gene copy number may be
important in the evolution of resistance to drugs or pesticides
in pathogens, and these changes may be expected to have
a higher mutation rate than other types of adaptive alleles
(Raymond et al. 2001; Nair et al. 2007). Loss-of-function mutations that confer an adaptive phenotype may also lead to
a soft sweep by recurrent mutation due to their higher mutation rate (Cao et al. 2005).

Demographic Equilibrium versus Nonequilibrium
The impact of selection on particular loci can mimic the effects of changes in effective population size (Hill and Robertson
1966; Gillespie 2000). For example, consider the short-term
effects of a hard sweep: the changes in nucleotide diversity, coalescent structure, and AFS at the selected locus, as well as the
decay in LD moving along the genome, are akin to the effects
of a recent bottleneck in effective population size at this locus,
even if the total population size remains constant. This reflects
the fact that individuals carrying the favored allele are disproportionately represented at this genomic region in subsequent
generations. Soft sweeps may have a similar, if less pronounced, effect (Raquin et al. 2008). As with increased genetic
drift during a population bottleneck, genetic diversity is reduced in the neighborhood of the selected locus (Gillespie
2000). Coalescent events are more likely to occur during the
time when the ‘‘population size’’ of the selected haplotype
(i.e., its frequency in the population) is small, and these coalescent events remain clustered at the root of the genealogy as
this haplotype population expands. This clustering results in
a shift in AFS. In addition, the reduced effective population
size at this locus reduces the effective recombination rate, increasing the distance of LD from the selected locus.
Conversely, demographic processes in populations that are
not at equilibrium can mimic the effects of selection. For instance, many domesticated species went through a population
bottleneck at the time of domestication, leading to genomewide loss of genetic diversity; tests for selection based on loss
of diversity at specific loci must take this into account (Wright
et al. 2005; Doebley et al. 2006). A genomic approach disentangles the genomically localized effects of selection, which
mimic demographic processes, from the genomewide background effects of demography. This disentanglement is done
by focusing on outliers in a genome scan. Tests for selection
that can incorporate complex demographic scenarios are best
able to differentiate outliers from the expected genomewide
distribution (Nielsen et al. 2005; Excoffier et al. 2009). For instance, expanding population size is expected to reduce Tajima’s
D, and declining population size is expected to increase it
(Tajima 1989; Innan and Stephan 2000). Outliers in Tajima’s
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D from the genomewide average, rather than deviation from
the expected neutral value, can indicate selection in this case
(Kelley et al. 2006). However, it is the effects of nonequilibrium demographics on variance in these measures that can be
more problematic for tests of selection. For instance, declining
population size or a population bottleneck can greatly increase the variance in coalescent times across loci (Hermisson
2009; Wakeley 2009). Tests based on an assumption of constant population size, when a population has actually experienced fluctuations, are likely to suggest false positives on both
ends of the statistical distributions (Teshima et al. 2006).

Spatial Considerations
Single versus Multiple Populations
Tests based on nucleotide diversity, AFS, and patterns of LD
can be applied to short-term selection within a single population, but comparisons of these measures across multiple populations provide further tests of selection. The most common
approach to multiple-population comparisons is based on FST,
the partitioning of variance in allele frequency among versus
within populations (fig. 2D; Wright 1931; Holsinger and Weir
2009). Other measures of the partitioning of genetic variance
have been proposed (Schlötterer and Dieringer 2005), and LD
can also be partitioned among populations in an analogous
manner (Kelly 2006; Storz and Kelly 2008). If differential
selection is operating on a locus between two populations,
a greater proportion of variance is expected between populations, resulting in higher values of statistics that measure population structure, such as FST (Storz 2005). This is a result of
positive selection within one or both populations producing
shorter within-population coalescence intervals (fig. 2B, i),
leading to a greater proportion of coalescent events occurring
within each population rather than between them (fig. 3A). In
contrast, balancing selection within one or both populations
maintains polymorphism and pushes coalescence intervals
back in time (fig. 2B, iv). Under balancing selection, the
branches leading back from present-day alleles are more likely
to experience a migration event, crossing from one population
to the other (fig. 3B), or even to coalesce when the populations were panmictic (fig. 3C). However, FST is a ratio of allelic diversities and as such is sensitive to other processes that
can affect distribution of nucleotide diversity across the genome,
such as recombination and background selection (Charlesworth et al. 1997; Storz 2005). Studies focusing on FST should
examine diversity within and among populations as well
(Charlesworth et al. 1997).
The statistic FST is often estimated as a parameter in a specific demographic model and is thus translated into a neutral
estimate of the effective migration rate among many populations, of which the observed populations are a sample (Weir
and Cockerham 1984). However, FST can also be viewed from
a coalescent perspective (Slatkin 1991), reflecting the distribution of coalescent events within versus among populations
(fig. 3). Separation of the timescales of these two coalescent
processes provides the basis for tests of selection using FST
(Beaumont 2005). Again, this coalescent view illustrates the
analogies between selection and demographic processes that
are specific to particular loci. Differential selection at a locus

is reflected in relatively fewer coalescent events between populations and more within, which is analogous to a lower migration rate between populations at the selected locus.

Replicate Populations
Strong inferences about selection can be made in a set of
replicate populations that evolve in parallel across habitats or
putative selective regimes. While FST outliers in a single population comparison can be the result of selection, other factors
such as hidden population structure can result in false positives (Excoffier et al. 2009). However, if replicate evolved
populations can be sampled, FST outliers localized to the same
genetic region across separate pairwise comparisons can provide much stronger evidence for the selective significance of
that region. In this case, multiple comparisons among populations provide a more complete picture of selection. For
instance, genomic regions exhibiting elevated FST in multiple
comparisons across habitat types but average or even reduced
FST within habitat types suggest that the same alleles are responding in parallel to selection within each habitat (Kane
and Rieseberg 2007; Hohenlohe et al. 2010). In contrast, genomic regions with elevated FST both within and among habitats suggest either selection on different alleles or differential
selection that is uncorrelated with habitat type (Hohenlohe
et al. 2010).
Replicate oceanic and freshwater populations of threespine
stickleback provide an example of parallel genomic evolution
between habitat types (Hohenlohe et al. 2010). By examining
both population differentiation and within-population nucleotide diversity, signatures of balancing and divergent selection
are evident across the genome, including on linkage group
(LG) XXI (fig. 4). Balancing selection is suggested at one location (fig. 4, i) by significantly elevated p within populations
and reduced FST (although not significantly) among populations. Stronger evidence for divergent selection between freshwater and oceanic habitats occurs at another location on LG
XXI (fig. 4, ii), where each pairwise FST between an independently derived freshwater population and the ancestral oceanic populations is highly significant (fig. 4A) and nucleotide
diversity within each population is significantly reduced (fig.
4B). Further, the response to selection at this location exhibits
a parallel hard-sweep pattern, in which the same alleles are selected to high frequency in each of the freshwater populations,
evidenced by the lack of any significant population differentiation among the freshwater populations at this genomic region.
Other regions of the genome exhibit nonparallel sweeps, in
which each freshwater population was again highly differentiated from the oceanic ancestors but also from the other
freshwater populations. In these other cases, it appears that
divergent selection has acted on different genetic variants in
the different freshwater populations (Hohenlohe et al. 2010).

Discussion
Limits to the Detection of Selection
The biological considerations described above give some
guidance as to which statistical analyses may have the greatest
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Fig. 4 Evidence of selection in replicate oceanic and freshwater populations of threespine stickleback, showing only linkage group XXI
(;2.5% of the total genome). A, Population differentiation: pairwise FST between each of three independently derived freshwater populations and
oceanic ancestors (blue, red, green), FST among the three freshwater populations (orange), and FST between the two oceanic populations (black).
Bars above, colored by population, represent bootstrap P values <105. B, Nucleotide diversity: p within the three freshwater populations (blue,
red, green) and within the oceanic populations (black). Bars above and below, colored by population, represent bootstrap P < 104 . Shaded areas
delineate putative regions of balancing selection (i) and of parallel divergent selection between oceanic and freshwater habitats (ii), based on
significantly elevated p (across freshwater populations; P < 104 ) and FST values (overall oceanic vs. freshwater; P < 105 ), respectively. All plots
were calculated from genotypes at 1169 SNPs on this linkage group in 100 individuals from five populations, using RAD sequencing (Hohenlohe
et al. 2010).

statistical power under different scenarios (fig. 1A). However,
there remain limits on the power of population genomics approaches to detect loci under selection. As described above,
the signal of selection in patterns of polymorphism, coalescent
structure, and LD erodes over time after selection has ended
(fig. 1B). More distant selection can be detected in the functional significance of nucleotide substitutions (e.g., dN/dS tests),
but this requires multiple substitutions to have occurred. A single selective sweep in the distant past may be impossible to detect in a genome scan, even with complete genetic information
and sophisticated analyses.
Lessons can be learned from genomewide association studies, which assess the genetic basis of complex phenotypic
traits. In this case, an independent estimate of the heritability
of a trait gives a target for the total genetic contribution to
trait variance that theoretically could be explained in an association study. In general, genomewide association studies fall
well short of this target, meaning that a large proportion of
heritability goes unexplained (Frazer et al. 2009). For exam-

ple, the heritability of height in humans is ;0.8, meaning that
;80% of the phenotypic variance is additive genetic. Nonetheless, a trio of genomewide association studies covering
;63,000 subjects identified genetic variants accounting for
only ;5% of the variation (reviewed in Maher 2008; Visscher
2008). In studies of selection, there is no analog to heritability
that would provide a target of the total genetic response to selection that could potentially be explained. Sample sizes and
genomic resources for selection studies in nonmodel organisms will typically be smaller and less extensive than those in
humans. On the other hand, an advantage of selection studies
over association studies is that the effect of selection is integrated over many generations. It is possible to detect a signature of selection on a locus, the result of multiple generations,
even when the per-generation selection coefficient (i.e., the effect size of the locus) is quite small. Nonetheless, many of the
same factors that keep genetic variation hidden from view in
association studies (Maher 2008) are likely to apply to selection studies as well. The number of loci identified as respond-
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ing to selection and contributing to adaptive evolution is likely
to be an underestimate.
Soft sweeps—adaptation from standing genetic variation—
can be very difficult to detect and may explain a large portion
of the response to selection in natural populations (Pritchard
et al. 2010). For example, while many loci have been implicated in selection scans in humans, very few of these actually
show fixed differences among populations. Pritchard et al.
(2010) interpret these results to emphasize the importance of
polygenic adaptation, fitting with a quantitative genetic model
in which shifts in allele frequency across a large number of
loci, each with small effect, produce a cumulatively large phenotypic response to selection. In this case, the genetic signature of selection on each single locus may be weak (Storz
2005). As with genomewide association studies, epistatic interactions among loci can also mask individual effects, producing outcomes similar to a soft sweep (Takahashi 2009).
Genotype-by-environment interactions can further complicate
both genomewide association studies and selection studies, although very large sample sizes may be able to untangle them
(Brachi et al. 2010).
One conclusion from these considerations is that the set of
loci implicated across the genome in a particular study may
still explain only a small portion of the phenotypic response
to selection in the population. While identifying some loci
that have responded to selection is a relatively straightforward
process and proceeding from there to functional studies of
candidate loci is a valuable research program, identifying all
the loci across the genome that are important in a particular
selective response is a much more daunting task. Accordingly,
conclusions about the genomewide proportion of loci subject
to selection or the distribution of their effects should be made
tentatively, with these limitations in mind. Further, the tests
for selection described above have different levels of statistical
power to detect forms of selection and its response, such as
hard versus soft sweeps, positive versus balancing selection, or
dominant versus additive alleles (Teshima et al. 2006). Thus,
conclusions about the relative importance or frequency of
these modes of adaptive evolution are subject to bias that has
not been adequately quantified.

Future Prospects
Despite these cautionary notes, it is clear that genome scans
for selection have been widely successful in uncovering loci
responding to selection in natural populations (Sabeti et al.
2006). Such loci provide candidate genes for functional studies and emphasize the ubiquity of selection in natural populations. In addition to studying the genomics of selection from
other perspectives, such as experimental evolution and continued technological advances, there remain several avenues
for future progress in strengthening population genomic approaches to detect selection (Hermisson 2009).
Two general principles should apply in most cases. First,
tests based on multiple aspects of genomic structure should be
applied to each data set. In addition to increasing overall statistical power (Nielsen et al. 2005; Grossman et al. 2010), this
approach provides more opportunity to separate the roles of
demographic and genetic factors from selection. For instance,
tests of outliers in FST should be combined with examination

of nucleotide diversity within and across populations because
of the intricate relationship among these statistics and recombination rates (Charlesworth et al. 1997). Second, given the
availability of genome-scale data, the null hypothesis for any
test of selection should be derived from the genomewide distribution rather than a simple a priori neutral model. For instance, while neutrality predicts an expectation for Tajima’s D
of 0, the several assumptions underlying this prediction may
be violated more often than not (Thornton 2005; Wares
2010).
Related to this second point, demographic history and
population structure can have a disturbingly large effect on
genomewide expectations and variances and on the rate of
false positives (Boitard et al. 2009; Excoffier et al. 2009). To
account for this issue, statistical models are required that
can accommodate arbitrarily complex, nonequilibrium demographic scenarios; estimate relevant parameters from the
genomewide data; and then identify outlier regions that exhibit signatures of selection. For example, Gutenkunst et al.
(2010) present a method for estimating from genomic data
the parameters of a population model that can include combinations of expansion, contraction, migration, and admixture.
Finally, an approach that is currently gaining strength in
genomewide association studies is to incorporate the network
structure of the genotype-phenotype relationship (Benfey and
Mitchell-Olds 2008; Flowers et al. 2009; Schadt 2009). This
is done by assessing evidence for interaction effects among
loci in addition to direct effects. A key difficulty in assessing
interactions is statistical power. However, the impact of epistasis on the response to selection in terms of coalescent structure and patterns of genetic variation has only just begun to
be addressed (Takahashi 2009), and understanding the signature of selection in this context is the first step toward developing new analyses to detect it.

Conclusions
The population genomics of natural selection confronts
a set of fundamental questions about the genetics of adaptation: What proportion of the genome contributes to adaptive
genetic variation? Does genetic variation for adaptation to
novel selective conditions come primarily from new mutations
or from standing genetic variation? What is the relative importance of different modes of natural and sexual selection in
evolution? To what extent do LD and genomic architecture
limit adaptation? To date, our ability to answer these questions has been primarily limited by available genetic data
(Phillips 2005).
However, the rate of technological advance in nucleotide sequencing means that it will soon be feasible to have complete
genetic information—the entire genome sequence—for multiple individuals across populations of many organisms. At this
point, there will be no further genetic information available to
gather from present-day populations in order to elucidate past
evolutionary history. Increasingly, the limits on our ability to
understand the genomics of natural selection are a result of
weaknesses in the available theory and analytical tools rather
than gaps in molecular data. Major steps can be taken by better understanding the sensitivity of existing approaches to un-
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derlying assumptions, such as constant effective population
size or lack of genotype-by-environment interactions. Over
the longer term, the genomics of selection will benefit from
applying other branches of statistics and mathematics that
have not yet been used in population genetics to genomic processes. Coalescent theory provides an example of how a new
theoretical framework can both unify key concepts and provide new statistical and analytical tools. With such an infusion
of novel theory, the emerging field of population genomics can
make great strides in addressing the fundamental questions
above.
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